Spoonerisms II

Match these spoonerised beginnings and endings, then write the completed word or words in the space provided.

Sports
lugby  lump
mad  shumping
bawm  binton
bolley  reague
jow  trump
benpin  lennis
jog  wall
pot  towling
jiple  shut

Famous Australians
Nambert  Dradman

Dilliam  Nindsay
Lenry  Alatjira
Lorman  Wobell
Mouglas  Bifley
Boi  Dawson
Dim  Hawson
Chen  Slusty
Feff  Jenech

Australian Towns and Cities
foss  bigo
mooza  rark
den  bille
dil  lore
mis  arings
men  cundra
gal  mura
splice  gord
virds  koorie

BADMINTON
dumpy  cedy
gollong  carabran
boona  hoo
poober  swill
ban  wong
hock  carbour
bo  rampton
han  cerra
hoffs  hart

NORMAN LINDSAY
don  cagen
ban  hinki
rad  nelhi
hopen  mid
sel  lon
kang  lon
dagh  bok
dew  cerra
bis  bad

Capital Cities from around the World

Characters from Fiction Stories
stumpel  poots
boddy and  niltskin
bleeping  nigears
thorn  thears
bree  seauty
ming  tumb
bin  kidas
buss in  sad